
Bar Hoppin' With Hops 
   The Keep On Hoppin' Tour 
        Hops MacBarley's Ongoing 
             Key West Bar Boondoggle 
 
Bar #284: 
Rick’s Mardi Gras Bar 
204 Duval Street  
Saturday, 30 December 2017, 9:30 pm 
 
Stella Artois (bottle) $6.50 
 
Rick’s calls itself an “entertainment 
complex” because it has several areas. 
Each has its own name, though, so each 
qualifies as a hoppable entity.  So far, 
the Tours have hit Rick’s Bar (#123), 
Durty Harry’s (#86), Tree Bar (#111), 
and Crow’s Nest (#145).  MGB makes 
five. 
 
That multiple-bars-on-the-premises premise makes more sense here than at 
Cowboy Bill’s complex, which had laughable turnover a few years ago, but 
seems more stable nowadays.  (Ha ha, cowboy, stable.  Ha.)  See Hop #253 
for the list of the eleven Hops at that 618 Duval address.  And I know of at 
least one that we have yet to visit. 
 
This Hop was sort of by accident. B&J, Double-A and I decided to pop in on 
Josh.  We’ve all known him from his Lazy Gecko years and, being a native 
New Englander, he shares our passion for the Patriots.   
 
That passion was, in fact, one of the main reasons for our visit.  Josh also 
bartends at The Crow’s Nest (#145), another upper level bar in the far back 
corner of the Rick’s complex, and he talked management into letting a select 
group of us Pats fans use it as our gameday clubhouse, with him as barkeep. 
 
[Remember that scene in Forrest Gump, where Forrest is talking with the 
woman at the bus stop, and he says with kind of a wearied, rolled-eyes 
delivery, “So I went to the White House againnn, and I met the President 
againnnn…”?  Well, use that tone of voice for this next sentence.] 
 
So, with the Patriots winning the AFC East againnn, and getting a first-round 
bye againnnn, we wanted to make sure all would be copacetic with our 
Crow’s House Club Nest.   



 
Copacetic.  Ko-pah-set-ick.  Sounds vaguely medical, duddinit?  Well, it’s 
not.  I don’t have a lot to talk about on this one-and-done, slow-night Hop, 
so I took the time to look it up.  It’s not ancient times, right?  You don’t 
have to get out of your chair, go find that dusty tome called a dictionary, 
leaf through thin, stuck-together pages, only to not find the word …. 
because you didn’t know how to spell the dang thang.   
 
That was a legitimate gripe from students in one of my former lives as an 
English teacher.  Teachers always told kids to look up words to learn the 
correct spelling, but if you didn’t know that pneumatic, for instance, began 
with one of those dumbass silent letters, you were screwed.  Or you could 
waste a whole lotta time flipping pages in the F section, cursing and growling 

as you tried to find phlegmatic.  So, 
it was a legitimate gripe, but, of 
course, I couldn’t let them know that.  
I just said they were lazy.   
 
In 2018, though, it’s no prob.  Pick 
up your phone, say “kopastetic” at it, 
and it will show you how you shoulda 
said it (copacetic).  Dictionary?  Ya, 
over there in the phone booth, 
grandad, next to the record player. 
 
Anyway, copacetic officially means 
“in excellent order.”  There is one 
possible origin of it, though, that is 
pretty creepy.  In old French, coup 
esètique meant “final cut” or the 
point beyond which there could be no 
changes – and it referred to the 
blade of the guillotine.  So, once the 
blade was raised in position, 
everything was coup esètique 
(copacetic) for the execution.  Ohhh 
kaaayyy. 

 
So, what was I talking about?  Oh ya.  Mardi Gras Bar. 
 
It’s a sign of the times that you get wanded with a metal detector before you 
can get deep into Rick’s.  You can access the Tree Bar (#111) OK, and the 
front bar by the iconic Rick’s Bar (#123) sign, but to penetrate into Durty 
Harry’s (#86), or to get to the upper level, ya gotta get through security.   



 
The stairway to that upper level is a steep climb up a double flight of steps.  
I had to wonder how many people take a tumble down these bad boys after 
a few too many cups of grog.  Rob fell down the other flight of stairs, over 
by Crow’s Nest, after one of the Patriots games, and, like all good drunks, 
survived without damage.  In fact, once he finished banging and bumping 
his way to the bottom, he got right up and gave the steps a nasty look and 
gesture, as if they had betrayed him.   
 
The front flight of steps is shielded from most of the upstairs lights, so Mardi 
Gras Bar hits you with a blast of brightness as you reach the top. Maybe it 
was brighter, too, 
because there were no 
people there to block 
the light.  
 
We had our pick of 
barstools, so we took 
dead center.  Josh had 
his back turned, so he 
didn’t see us come in.  
A moment later, when 
he turned back to face 
his yawningly empty 
bar, bam, there we 
were. 
 
He was pleased to have 
a few familiars to chat with.  Time passes slowly when your bar is deserted.  
You might even have to – shudder – clean something to pass the time.  We 
spared him that fate.  Bar managers will assign petty duties to an 
unoccupied keep, but if you have a patron or two, you dodge the indignity. 
 
I did a little wandering around the deck area.  Pretty good arrangement up 
here, all in all, but it was way too early to get the full experience.  With a 
sparse crowd like this – there were maybe 15 people on the whole level – 
each bar does take on its own identity.  It doesn’t seem much different than 
walking along to the Duval sidewalk and happening upon a bar here and 
another bar there.  When it’s jammin’ up here, though, it feels more like one 
big room with bars along the walls. 
 
Josh told us that Mardi Gras was not the busiest of bars up here.  Later in 
the night, he’d be catching a lot of overflow action from people who thought 



it better/easier to walk over here than deal with the crowd at the Dance Bar 
(#286). 
 
There are more hoppables up here, for sure (#286, for example).  So, after 
we finished our one-n-dones, we wished Josh well, and headed back down to 
earth.   
 
There was no wanding on the way out, so feel free to steal metallic stuff 
when you visit. 
 

 


